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A lecture

• The key goal - to increase students’ medical knowledge on selected

theme by teaching information.

• Introduce a subject 

• Identify key areas

• Provide an overview on a topic

• Color background

• Text font size

• Graphic files etc.

Content Form



Lecturing

• Aims: 

• Establish attention to the lecture (show enthusiasm for the subject)

• Keep attentiveness during lecture (repetition, vocal variation, facial

expression, movement, and gesture)

• Depends on personality of lecturer



Lecture problem # 1 - inattention

• Boring subject (difficult, unfamiliar with, not interesting)

• Length (duration) of lectures (over 20 - 30 minutes)

• Break in a lecture

• Change of teaching method/ topic

Recovering attention



Lecture problem # 2 - information retention

• Passive teaching method (Lecture – Audio/ Visual – Reading –

Demonstration) 

• Participatory teaching methods (Discussion group – Practice by doing

– Teach others)



Making lecture more interesting

• Change passive didactic teaching to interactive participatory lecture

• Interactive lecture - concepts are learnt better, retained longer,

applied effectively in other context



Interactive lecture

• Audience response system (expensive, wired, specific lectures hall)

• Mobile phones with Wi-Fi connection possibility, camera and QR code

reader application

• Lecture halls with wireless (Wi-Fi) internet access

• Computer (MS Win 10) with internet access and connected to data

projector

• Forms application - part of MS Office 365



MS Office 365 - Forms application



Developing questions for test



QR code - link to upload the test



Uploaded quiz on mobile 

phone



Post lecture assessment of student’s
knowledge

Instant results - assess memory and comprehension



• Subsequent discussion about questions

• Special focus on incorrect answers and re-teaching (explaining) 

keynotes

Test (quiz) debriefing



Student’s feedback

• Polling on experience (satisfaction) with subject/lecture/lecturer

„Should be online post lecture test used?“ 69%

17%

8%

3%

3%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree



Summary

• Audience response system – MS Forms application – easy-to-create and 

simple to use (for both teachers and students)

• No extra costly hardware needed

• Change passive to active lecture

"Tell me, I'll forget. Show me, I'll remember. Involve me, I'll understand."

Chinese proverb
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